EULA (End User License Agreement)
Your consent statement to the following agreement
Before using, distributing, and installing Zaplogix Outlook PST Repair software, a careful go
through with the terms and conditions of the software must be done, unless you have any
separate agreement signed with the Zaplogix.
If all the terms and conditions of this particular license by the Zaplogix are not
satisfactory for you, then we strongly advise you not to use, distribute, or install any copy
associated with this particular license.
The terms and conditions as per the license describe the permitted use and the users of
each of the licensed copy of this particular Zaplogix Outlook PST Repair software. When
you have a single copy of the license of this software, your rights are limited to a
single use of the license. When you have multiple user copies of this license, then you or
your organization whoever is the client of the Zaplogix, have the right to use the number
of copies as mentioned in the agreement of the license by Zaplogix while the grant of this
license.

The scope of the license
The license granted under the agreement is not for concurrent use. When it is issued for a
single person, then only the user or you are authorized by the agreement to use. Multiple
users can use the software one-by-one (one at a time) but not simultaneously installed on a
particular workstation.
All rights related to the Zaplogix Outlook PST Repair software, which is not expressly
mentioned in the license are completely reserved by and to the Zaplogix. You under the
agreement are not permitted to rent, modify, lease, reverse engineer, translate,
disassemble, decompile, or create any sort of derivative/secondary works on this
software. You are neither permitted to allow or direct anyone else to do any of the
above-mentioned non permissible acts. You can neither access nor allow anyone else to
access the software as available to the others in connection with a service provider to
any application, a service bureau or businesses of any similar nature.

Liability limitations and warranty disclaimers
Anything related to the Zaplogix Outlook PST Repair software like an accompanying
software or a file or data or materials are not covered by any warranty either expressly or
impliedly. There is no warranty whatsoever, particularly for the recovered data quality. As
per the agreement you confirm that to process data in a high quality, the program
inclusive of the software will require a detailed testing with the not so critical data
before having any reliance/dependence on it. The risk of using the copies of the
Software granted by the

license is entirely on you. The warranty disclaimer is one of the most important parts of the
entire license terms and conditions.
Apart from this, Zaplogix does not authorize you or your friends, relatives, or anyone else
the use of this software in systems where the software failure can cause any loss of life or
notable physical injury. The risk of such unauthorized use should be entirely upon you,
and Zaplogix should not be held responsible for any claims or losses as a result.

General
This license is a copy of complete consent between the parties on the subject matter which
may supersede or merge with any of the prior agreements, purchase orders,
understandings, and arrangements on the issue. The license is in accordance with the laws
of the state of New Delhi and is governed or subject to such laws. You, under the
agreement, is agreeing that the exclusive venue and jurisdiction relating to any
controversies between the parties of this license is in the courts. Zaplogix by this
license terms and conditions are not liable to any third-party for any promise,
representation, or obligation of whatsoever nature. Any violation of the provisions of the
license in the present or future by you shall not be considered as a waiver by Zaplogix, and
Zaplogix shall hold no responsibility in any manner in such cases of violation by you, of
the software.
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